EVERY PAGE IN THIS CATALOG REPRESENTS $40 DONATED TO

We Need Diverse Books

W N D B®

diversebooks.org

to Support Diverse Interns in Publishing
More Diversity in the Publishing Industry = More Diverse Books

Every page in this catalog represents a $40 donation to
We Need Diverse Books’ Internship Grant Program

The Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA) is once again proud to partner with We Need Diverse Books (WNDB) to help diversify the publishing industry by providing supplemental grants to interns from marginalized backgrounds. At 40 pages, this spring 2022 “Indie Titles for Your Consideration” catalog raised $1,600 on behalf of IBPA member publishers for WNDB’s Internship Grant Program.

WNDB Internship Grantees are part of a cohort that includes an introductory Internship Grant Bootcamp, various professional development and networking events, publishing panels, and organized partner mentor/mentee meetings. Since 2015, 65 percent of WNDB grantees have continued their work in publishing, with seven already acquiring books of their own.

By changing who is at the publishing table, WNDB’s goals align with IBPA’s DEI commitment which acknowledges that the legacy of the book publishing industry is one of privilege, bias, and exclusion, which has significantly affected the books that are traditionally published.

IBPA members include independent publishers, hybrid publishers, self-published authors, university presses, and association presses. We hope you’ll take some time to explore their titles featured in these pages. With over 110 books to choose from, there’s something for every reader!

With respect and appreciation for all you do,

Angela Bole
Chief Executive Officer, Independent Book Publishers Association
angela@ibpa-online.org

ABOUT THE INDEPENDENT BOOK PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

The Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA) is a not-for-profit membership organization serving and leading the independent publishing community through advocacy, education, and tools for success. Founded in 1983, IBPA has over 4,100 members and is the largest publishing trade association in the U.S.

For questions or more information, contact IBPA or visit us online.
1020 Manhattan Beach Blvd., Suite 204, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
310.546.1818 | info@ibpa-online.org | ibpa-online.org
IBPA’s core values include Independence and Inclusivity. As a nonprofit association, we are committed to independent points of view and a publishing industry where everyone can tell their story and find themselves in the content they read.

Please note that a listing in this IBPA catalog does not constitute an endorsement of any particular book, author, or publisher by IBPA, its employees, or board members.
SELECT INDIE PUBLISHERS
An inspirational story about taking a chance, following your vision, and thriving in one of the US’s wildest emerging industries, *Unconventional* profiles Jamie Andrea Garzot’s journey as one of California’s legal cannabis industry pioneers.

“An engaging and illuminating insider’s portrait of a cutting-edge industry.”
—*Kirkus Reviews*

“Scores of inspirational, entrepreneurial memoirs are appealing, but few are quite so riveting as this title.”
—*The US Review of Books*

“Garzot’s vibrant and concise tone makes *Unconventional* such an exciting read—besides being poignant, informative, and thorough.” —*San Francisco Book Review*, Star Rating: 5/5

**Jamie Andrea Garzot**

With eleven years of lawful cannabis industry experience, Jamie Andrea Garzot is one of California’s pioneers, drawing from boots-on-the-ground experience as a state-licensed cannabis retailer, an appointed city official, and an industry advocate.
“Unyielding Destiny is as much a book about Mafia hitman Frank Morris as it is a commentary on the inescapability of destiny. A thoughtful thriller for readers of mob stories and light philosophy. Especially for fans of Tod Goldberg’s Gangsterland.”
—BookLife Review

Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
Crime
978-1950385997 | $32.99 | Hardcover
978-1956906028 | $18.99 | Paperback
978-1956906011 | $4.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Spiros Gratsias
Spiros was born and raised in Montreal, Canada. He is an engineer, illustrator, and fiction writer. Spiros also published C-Enigma and the children’s book, A&B.
NEW RELEASE BY CATHERINE V. HOLMES FROM
LIBRARY TALES PUBLISHING

How to Draw Cool Stuff shows simple step-by-step illustrations that make it easy for anyone to draw cool stuff with precision and confidence.

“An excellent book that is highly recommended.... Some of the ideas given are fun and unique and it is also a stress-free way of learning which makes it [a] very useful guide for those who enjoy drawing and also for those who are trying to get into drawing.”
—Art Supplies Hub

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Ingram Wholesale

Catherine V. Holmes is an art/ELA teacher and visual artist from historical Plymouth, Massachusetts. She is the author/illustrator of the bestselling How to Draw Cool Stuff series.
AWARD-WINNING TITLE BY

ALESA LIGHTBOURNE

Book Club Favorite

Based on a true story. Village women in Kurdish Iraq challenge American teacher’s cultural tolerance as she learns of female genital mutilation and honor killings.

Winner of three international gold medals, including IPPY Gold Medal Best Regional Fiction, North Street Book Prize Winner, and Readers Favorites Best Cultural Fiction. Featured on Voice of America TV, and available in five languages.

“For fans of The Kite Runner.”
—San Francisco Book Review

Multicultural
978-0692758106 | $16.95 | Paperback
Also available as an Ebook.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Alesa Lightbourne

A cultural novelist and writing professor, Alesa Lightbourne has taught in six countries. She strives to increase global understanding through literature.

Alesa Lightbourne
kurdishbike.com
alesa@lightworks.us
NEW FICTION FROM

MARCEL VICTOR SAHADE

“A twisty, SF-touched pharma thriller told in eclectic short stories with unsettling and surprising premises.” — BookLife

This crime mystery thriller tells the story of a clandestine pharmaceutical company that will stop at nothing in its quest for power and profit.

Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0646852553 | $35.00 | Hardcover
978-0646852546 | $24.99 | Paperback

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Marcel Victor Sahade
The author is a full-time barrister at the Australian bar well-versed in legal crime thrillers, also drawing upon his university science and metaphysical studies.

Marcel Victor Sahade
ztrekus@bigpond.net.au
NEW FICTION BY SUZANNE SIMONETTI FROM
SHE WRITES PRESS

A gripping, touching, and memorable portrait of three women rising above painful pasts to seize present opportunities and of friendships that grow, despite differences, to sustain and inspire. The novel is set on Cape May Island, NJ.

Fiction | Literary
978-1647420444
$16.95 | Paperback
(Also available as an Ebook)

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Suzanne Simonetti
Suzanne Simonetti is an award-winning novelist. She lives on Cape May Harbor with her husband. The Sound of Wings is her first book.

She Writes Press
ips@ingramcontent.com
shewritespress.com/product/the-sound-of-wings/
FICTION TITLES BY CYNTHIA C. HUIJGENS FROM

IDLE TIME PRESS

BOY BETWEEN WORLDS
The Cabinet of Curiosities
“This endearing adventure dazzles young readers with family intrigue, coveted ancient artifacts, stirring action, and a far-flung destination.” —BookLife Prize
“This book inspires confidence and courage and the thrilling plot moves fast.” —ChickLitCafe Book Reviews

Young Reader: Fiction
978-1732925816 | $12.99 | Paperback
978-1732925823 | $3.99 | Ebook

BOY BETWEEN WORLDS BOOK TWO
The Novice Collector
“Blending fast-paced adventure and magic with realistic cultural and historical detail, this book artfully combines learning and fun.” —The Children’s Book Review
“The story flows effortlessly, cleverly integrating the pedestrian and the supernatural.” —BookLife Prize

Young Reader: Fiction
978-1732925847 | $12.99 | Paperback
978-1737262978 | $3.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

idletimepress.com
enquiries@idletimepress.com

Cynthia C. Huijgens
Cynthia Huijgens uses the tagline ‘art educator exploring write ideas.’ She writes picture books and middle grade adventure stories.
THE LAST LUMENIAN
The Last Lumenian is a coming-of-age story of a 19-year-old princess, Lilla, who is rebel-in-disguise, fighting for the refugee’s freedom. But there is a bigger war on the horizon. Lilla must learn to control her magic and defeat the dark god before He finds her.

Winner of seven awards, including: San Francisco Book Festival–Winner: Science Fiction; Eric Hoffer Award–Short List: Grand Prize; and New York Book Festival–Winner: Romance.

Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
978-1734760507 | $17.99 | Paperback
978-1734760569 | $9.99 | Ebook

TRUE TERYN
Lilla must recruit the biggest and most dangerous army in the Seven Galaxies, but the Teryn emperor will not comply unless Lilla earns the blessing of the Teryn Guardian Goddess Laoise. Will Lilla survive discovering the secret of what it means to be a True Teryn?

Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
978-1734760545 | $17.99 | Paperback
978-1734760521 | $9.99 | Ebook

S.G. Blaise
Publisher Mission:
Making the world a better place, one fantasy at a time.

Lilac Grove Entertainment
sgblaise.com
business@thelastlumienian.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
FEATURED TITLES FROM

CHICKASAW PRESS

FUNNY FANI’
Wiley Barnes, Illustrated by Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson)
Funny Fani’ (fuh-NEE’) is a squirrel who loves animals and goes on a trip to the zoo! “An amusing bestiary that stokes curiosity about both animals and Chickasaw culture.” —Kirkus Reviews
Both a story (fiction) and an animal fact book (nonfiction).
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction | Young Reader: Nonfiction
978-1952397356 | $19.95 | Hardcover
978-1952397363 | $15.95 | Paperback
978-1952397134 | $7.99 | Ebook

LITTLE BIRD
Mary Ruth Barnes
A Choctaw-Cherokee woman, Esther is faced with tragedy when her husband leaves her a widow before their son’s birth. “An immersive and affecting work about life in Indian Territory.” —Kirkus Reviews
Fiction: Historical | Teen: Fiction
978-1952397417 | $27.95 | Hardcover
978-1952397424 | $22.95 | Paperback
978-1952397400 | $7.99 | Ebook

88 STRAIGHT
Stanley Nelson
Woodsie Pound is all in for a life of basketball. Her story is based on the inspiring/heartbreaking history of a Durant, Oklahoma-based women’s college team during the depression. “A well-crafted historical tale strengthened by strong attention to detail.” —Kirkus Reviews
Fiction: Historical | Teen: Fiction
978-1952397370 | $27.95 | Hardcover
978-1952397387 | $22.95 | Paperback
978-1952397394 | $7.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Brodart, Follett, Ingram Wholesale

Chickasaw Press
chickasawpress.com
info@chickasawpress.com
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOKS BY BRIAN DONNELLY FROM
MYTHOGRAPHERS WORKSHOP

NO BUNNY BUT ME! The Unauthorized Official Biography of the Easter Bunny
Ever wonder how we ended up with an Easter bunny? The world’s most famous Easter rabbit spills the beans to you and children everywhere for the first time ever in this funny and heartwarming official biography by award-winning author Brian Donnelly.

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-0578354798 | $15.00 | Paperback

HELP ME HIDE THIS GIRAFFE!
If a giraffe showed up at your door and you had to hide him, what would you do? A brother and a sister explore all the outrageous possibilities in this hilarious and imaginative award-winning rhyming story by award-winning author Brian Donnelly.

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-0578958088 | $12.00 | Paperback

TOOT FAIRY
A heartwarming tale of triumph in the face of adversity that will make kids laugh out loud together!
“This tale’s jokes and triumphant ending will delight young readers.” — Kirkus Reviews
“Story is fun and humorous...joyful and poetic.” — Foreword Reviews

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-0578773094 | $12.00 | Paperback

Mythographers Workshop
mythospublishing.com
brian@mythospublishing.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
**JOYOUS LEADERSHIP: Stories of Learnings Along the Way**
John Mark Watson

“Joyous Leadership is a must-read for any aspiring leader. The book emphasizes the benefits of leading with purpose.”—Lee C. Banks, Vice Chairman & Pres., Parker Hannifin Corporation

**STOLEN: Book 1 of the Priders Series**
Lindsey Undlin

Cali is the new kid in a small North Dakota town known as “Basketball Central,” but it’s also a town filled with secrets and vile crimes.

**DUPED**
Stephen Maitland-Lewis

Sam’s hotel is failing and he’s almost broke. When an international dream deal is presented to him, will Sam give up everything for the dream?

---

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale

W. Brand Publishing
Wbrandpub.com
j.brand@wbrandpub.com
### FEATURED FICTION TITLES FROM

**FELIX ALEXANDER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SECRET OF HEAVEN</strong></td>
<td>Fiction: Mystery &amp; Thriller</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When Lazzaro de Medici is found dead, Professor of Biblical Studies at University of Illinois Chicago Aiden Leonardo is pursued by the FBI, the Chicago PD, and a secret society as he races against the clock in search of a Lost Bible dating back to the time of Christ.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SECRET OF SCRIPTURE</strong></td>
<td>Fiction: Mystery &amp; Thriller</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An ancient prophecy. A devastating revelation. The Holy Land on the brink of war. An international murder mystery about the conflict between the three Abrahamic religions, and how current events hint at the fulfillment of religious prophecy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE ROMANTIC: A LOVE STORY</strong></td>
<td>Fiction: Literary Romance</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Romantic is a tale of friendship, passion, and the echo of unrequited love. But what begins as a journey to fulfill a promise turns into a discovery of the only emotion that defines our lives.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LAST VALENTINE</strong></td>
<td>Fiction: Literary Romance</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A blood-stained love letter leads Olivia Villalobos in search of the Labyrinth of Love Letters. A mysterious place believed to be an urban legend where the transients of forbidden love leave missives confessing eternal fidelity for the madness of tragic love.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Felix Alexander  
writerfelixalexander.com
felix.alexander.writer@gmail.com

**HOW TO ORDER**

Ingram Wholesale
FEATURED TITLES FROM

ARTEMESIA PUBLISHING

THE LEAST AMONG THEM: 29 Players, Their Brief Moments in the Big Leagues, and A Unique History of the New York Yankees
Paul Semendinger
 Tells the histories of the men whose entire major league baseball career lasted but a single game with that game being played as a New York Yankee.
Sports & Recreation
978-1951122164 | $17.95 | Paperback || 978-1951122270 | $4.99 | Ebook

DEATH IN A DESERT GARDEN
Marty Eberhardt
“...full of endearing characters, alluring landscapes, and local flavor...had me guessing right to the end.” —Vicky Ramakka, author of The Cactus Plot
Shandley Gardens is the perfect job for Bea Rivers but a murder reveals a slow rot within the botanical wonders.
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-1951122225 | $15.95 | Paperback || 978-1951122300 | $3.99 | Ebook

THE LAST PROFESSIONAL
Ed Davis, Illustrated by Colin Elgie
“You will never see a passing freight train the same way again.”
—Fran Braga Meininger, The Years Beyond Youth
Bonds are formed, secrets exposed, sacrifices made, trusts betrayed—all against a landscape of promise, peril, and the future colliding with the past.
Fiction: Historical
978-1951122256 | $15.95 | Paperback || 978-1951122348 | $3.99 | Ebook

THE CROSSOVER PARADOX
Rob Edwards
At the Justice Academy, the galaxy’s premier college for superheroes, a dark secret will force one student to race across the galaxy to defeat it. But cut off from all help can our hero trust an unexpected crossover? That paradox could kill him.
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy

HOW TO ORDER
IPG, Follett
Ingram Wholesale
Artemesia Publishing
apbooks.net
info@artemesiapublishing.com
THE SWEETEST LADYBUG
Isabel Cintra
Zeka Cintra
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-1949868470
$15.99 | Paperback

Under the colors of a beautiful ladybug, Johana discovers all the mysteries and beauties hiding in her own garden.

Published by Underline Publishing
underlinepublishing.com

THOSE WHO HUNT WOLVES
Harrison Taylor
Mystery & Thriller
978-1737263418
$9.99 | Paperback

Amidst political intrigue and an impending international crisis, the lines of loyalty blur in this action-packed thriller where no one is who they seem, and anything can happen.

Published by Metal Rooster Publishing House
Metalroosterpublishing.com

PAID TO BE PERFECT
The Secret to Finding Your Perfect
Heather Mathes
Health & Fitness
978-1662916991
$15.99 | Paperback

Part nutrition, part self-help, part glimpse into the world of fashion through the eyes of a 30+ year career model.

Published by Gatekeeper Press
gatekeeperpress.com

RACE FOR WHAT?
A White Man’s Journey & Guide to Healing Racism from Within
JD Mass
Memoir
978-8985483802
$16.95 | Paperback

Author JD Mass PsyD encourages white people to work through the emotional and psychological obstacles in order to repair and heal the harm racism has caused.

Published by R4W
raceforwhat.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
SELECT FICTION TITLES FROM
CAMCAT BOOKS

UNDER THE HEAVENS
Ruth Fox
Teen: Fiction
978-0744304763 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744304671 | $19.99
Large-Print Paperback
978-0744304336 | $7.99 | Ebook
978-0744305029 | $19.95 | Audiobook

“Ruth Fox’s *Under the Heavens* updates the tale of Noah’s ark, transforming it to feature whales in space and a mission gone awry.”
—*Foreword Reviews*

BEWITCHING A HIGHLANDER
Roma Cordon
Fiction: Romance
978-0744305036 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744305104 | $19.99
Large-Print Paperback
978-0744305111 | $5.99 | Ebook
978-0744305135 | $19.95 | Audiobook

A healer with witchery in her blood and a future Highlander clan chief risk everything for family and a forbidden romance.

THE BEACHED ONES
Colleen M. Story
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
978-0744305340 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744305104 | $19.99
Large-Print Paperback
978-0744305111 | $7.99 | Ebook
978-0744305135 | $19.95 | Audiobook

After a stunt jump gone wrong, Daniel finds himself lost without knowledge of the accident. All Daniel knows is that he must find his brother.

IMAGINING ELSEWHERE
Sara Hosey
Teen: Fiction
978-0744305777 | $19.99 | Hardcover
978-0744305425 | $19.99
Large-Print Paperback
978-0744305593 | $7.99 | Ebook
978-0744305807 | $19.95 | Audiobook

Former bully Astrid moves to Elsewhere and becomes the target of teenage tyrant Candi, whose hold over the town is darker than she could ever imagine.
SELECT FICTION TITLES FROM
CAMCAT BOOKS

THUNDER ROAD
Colin Holmes
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744304978 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744304862 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback
978-0744304947 | $7.99 | Ebook
978-0744304855 | $19.95 | Audiobook

“[An] intriguing debut…” — Publishers Weekly
A former ranger realizes more than poker chips are at stake when he discovers an interplanetary cover up.

FOOL HER ONCE
Joanna Elm
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744304930 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744304923 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback
978-0744304817 | $7.99 | Ebook
978-0744304794 | $19.95 | Audiobook

“[A] well-constructed mystery…”
— Publishers Weekly
An investigative reporter must find the man she exposed as a serial killer’s illegitimate son before he finds her.

THE WAYWARD ASSASSIN
Susan Ouellette
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744304787 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744305234 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback
978-0744305265 | $7.99 | Ebook
978-0744305319 | $19.95 | Audiobook

“Ouellette…imbues the exciting action with authenticity.” — Publishers Weekly
Maggie Jenkins follows an assassin’s cold trail, convinced it will lead to a terrorist plot.

DEATH WARRANT
Bryan Johnston
Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744305081 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744305326 | $19.99 | Large-Print Paperback
978-0744305371 | $7.99 | Ebook
978-0744305371 | $19.95 | Audiobook

A mentalist has agreed to be assassinated on the world’s most popular TV show. Once she has signed her Death Warrant, her memory is wiped clean.

How to Order
IPG

CamCat Books
camcatpub.com
marketing@camcatpublishing.com
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FEATURED EDUCATION TITLES FROM
CAST PROFESSIONAL PUBLISHING

ELLI: A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A KID WITH ADHD
Ari H.G. Yates
Education
978-1930583900 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1930583917 | $16.99 | Ebook

Elli, a real-life boy with ADHD, shares his adventures and frustrations in this cheerful picture book, which he hopes helps similar kids feel better about themselves.

ANTIRACISM AND UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR LEARNING
Building Express-ways to Success
Andratesha Fitzgerald
Education
978-1930583702 | $29.99 | Paperback
978-1930583719 | $29.99 | Ebook

With vivid classroom portraits and sage insights, the author provides an effective framework to teach and reach Black and Brown students.

UDL UNIVERSITY
Designing for Variability in the Postsecondary Classroom
Randy Laist
Dana Sheehan
Nicole Brewer
Education
978-1930583856 | $32.99 | Paperback
978-1930583863 | $32.99 | Ebook

Faculty members share ways to make courses accessible and effective for all, including students with disabilities, by applying inclusive Universal Design for Learning principles.

SUPERCHARGE YOUR PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
40 Concrete Strategies that Improve Adult Learning
Kasia M. Derbiszewska
T. Nicole Tucker-Smith
Education
978-1930583740 | $34.99 | Paperback
978-1930583399 | $34.99 | Ebook

With a passion for staff development and deep knowledge of best practices, the authors offer a fun, power-packed guide to teacher professional development.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
orders@pssc.com

CAST Professional Publishing
castpublishing.org
publishing@cast.org
FEATURED FICTION TITLES FROM
CERNUNNOS BOOKS SINGAPORE

THE DANCER, HER LOVER AND THE YOGI: Chitralekha
Bhagwati Charan Verma
“Bhagwati Charan Verma’s novel The Dancer, Her Lover and the Yogi braids Eastern philosophy with a whirlwind romance and offers a satisfying if melodramatic fable on the tension between desire and renunciation.”
—Foreword Clarion Reviews
Fiction: Literary
978-9810994426 | $12.95 | Paperback || 978-9811127762 | $3.99 | Ebook

THE BOWL FULL OF BLOOD
Devakaninandan Khatri
The first-ever translation of a rare 1895 Hindi novella.
“Readers who are willing to suspend their modern cynicism and allow themselves the fun of immersing themselves in a fantastic tale from long ago will enjoy a great ride.” —San Francisco Book Review
Fiction
978-9810950521 | $7.95 | Paperback || 978-9810950538 | $2.99 | Ebook

BRIDE OF THE CITY VOLUME 1: Vaishali Ki Nagarvadhu
Acharya Chatursen
The first-ever translation of the epic of Ambapali, the courtesan who decided the fates of empires in the age of the Buddha.
“Chatursen captures the legends and facts of history in a fictional survey...a powerful story.” —Midwest Book Review
Fiction: Historical
978-9811495502 | $22.90 | Paperback || 9789811495519 | $3.99 | Ebook

BRIDE OF THE CITY VOLUME 2: Vaishali Ki Nagarvadhu
Acharya Chatursen
The first-ever translation of the epic of Ambapali, the courtesan who decided the fates of empires in the age of the Buddha.
“A sweeping epic that spans hearts and minds of all levels of Northern Indian society in 500 BCE.” —Midwest Book Review
Fiction: Historical
978-9811495526 | $18.90 | Paperback || 978-9811495533 | $2.99 | Ebook

Cernunnos Books
cernunnosbooks.com
mail@cernunnosbooks.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
INSPIRING OTHERS TO TRUST THEIR HEALTH CHOICES, THIS PhD HAS A FLAIR FOR HUMOR AND TWO FAPA AUTHOR AWARDS WITH THIS BESTSELLER.

DO CHEESE PUFFS GROW ON TREES?
Your Health, Your Body, Your Life!
Dr. Dani Torchia, PhD
Health & Fitness
978-1950075362 | $14.95 | Paperback
978-1950075379 | $9.95 | Ebook

In one of the most compelling World War II stories in many years, masterfully woven. Experience the action-packed air battles as the airmen try to survive.

2022 WEIRD & WACKY HOLIDAY MARKETING GUIDE
Your Business Calendar of Marketing Ideas
Ginger Marks
Illustrated by DocUmeant Designs
Business & Career
978-1950075720 | $24.95 | Paperback
978-1950075737 | $9.99 | Ebook

With this annual award-winner as your business marketing resource, every day of the year can be used as a reason to market your business.

NOT JUST ANOTHER WAR STORY
Wayne G MacDowell
Fiction: Historical
978-1937801465 | $19.95 | Paperback

Follow the exploits of the O’Berrys as they struggle to survive in the untamed Florida of the late 1800s full of alligators, thieves, and rustlers.

PALMETTO SUNRISE
Jim Lee
Fiction: Historical
978-1937801939 | $15.75 | Paperback

ONE OF THE MOST COMPPELLING WORLD WAR II STORIES IN MANY YEARS, MASTERFULLY WOVEN. EXPERIENCE THE ACTION-PACKED AIR BATTLES AS THE AIRMEN TRY TO SURVIVE.
SELECT FICTION TITLES BY AMY WINFIELD FROM
PACKED HOUSE PUBLICATIONS

THE BIRTH OF AGENT BIG BUTT
Butt of Steel, Heart of Gold
Illustrated by Tom McWeeney
Young Reader: Fiction
978-1734215915 $21.99 | Hardcover
978-1734215908 $16.99 | Paperback
978-0986170393 $4.99 | Ebook

A baby becomes a superhero as an evil doctor seeks to discover the secret behind his ultra-powerful butt. “Kids are going to love this book!” —BeckyReads

UNBEARABLE
Illustrated by Thiago Neumann
Fiction
978-1737679226 $17.99 | Hardcover
978-1737679219 $12.99 | Paperback
978-1737679233 $3.99 | Ebook

Brandon, a 10-year-old boy lost in the woods, and Smokey, an ill-tempered, wisecracking bear, form an unlikely pair as their worlds collide in unexpected ways.

NOT-YO-CHEEZE
Illustrated by Thiago Neumann
Young Reader: Fiction
978-1734215946 $17.99 | Hardcover
978-1734215939 $12.99 | Paperback
978-1734215922 $4.99 | Ebook

Tone Provolone and Cheddar Chessman must save their town from certain doom in this delectable, adventurous tale perfect for cheese-lovers everywhere.

ERASED 2
Gutter Monsters
Illustrated by Anastasiia Andreieva
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-1737679202 $21.99 | Hardcover

Two funny-looking characters must escape from the illustrator who’s trying to erase them! An exciting, interactive book great for ages 4–8.

Packed House Publications
packedhousepublications.com
contact@packedhousepublications.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
FEATURED TITLES FROM
LUCID HOUSE PUBLISHING

MONEY PLAIN AND SIMPLE
What the Institutions and the Elite Don’t Want You to Know
Stephen J. Spence
A straightforward guide to understanding the global monetary system and what’s going on right now from crypto currency to inflation and hyper-inflation and steps to consider for your financial future.

Personal Finance
978-1950495207 | $14.99 | Paperback
978-1950495214 | $4.99 | Ebook

FRACTALS: The Invisible World of Fractals Made Visible Through Theater and Dance
Kimberley Cetron
The whole world has changed, and we must re-imagine the ways in which we make art and the ways we educate. Fractals provides resources and approaches for collaborative art and for locating the intersection of arts and academics in ways that illuminate both.

Arts in Education
978-1950495139 | $21.95 | Paperback
978-1950495191 | $16.99 | Ebook

KNOCK! KNOCK!: Lessons Learned and Stories Shared: A Ride-along with Sales Superstar Douglas Thompson
Douglas Thompson and Echo Montgomery Garrett
Knock! Knock! teaches you how to get out of your comfort zone, to believe in yourself and in whatever you are selling. It also teaches you to have a great time while you are doing it.

Business & Career | Business Memoir
978-1950495078 | $16.95 | Paperback

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Publisher Mission statement: Lucid House Publishing is run by authors for authors. We invest in our authors’ long-term success and focus on great storytelling no matter the genre.
FEATURED TITLES FROM

LUCID HOUSE PUBLISHING

A SEASON IN LIGHTS: A Novel in 3 Acts
Gregory Erich Phillips
Dual stories of artists and lovers striving to make it in New York City. Their sagas are marred by two pandemics: AIDS in the 1980s and COVID-19 today. “One of the most important odes to New York City’s artists and the fragility of life since RENT.” —Nicole Evelina, author
Popular Fiction
978-1950495122 | $18.95 | Paperback || 978-1950495146 | $4.99 | Ebook

PARADISE ROAD: A Memoir
Marilyn Kriete
A restless child of the ’60s, Marilyn yearns for love, hippiedom, and escape from her mother’s control and runs 1,000 miles away to Vancouver at 14. Reminiscent of Wild. “Meet a woman furiously bicycling towards her future.” —Annie McDonnell, The Write Review
Memoir

SPELLBOUND UNDER THE SPANISH MOSS
A Southern Tale of Magic: Book 1 of the Spellbound Series
Connor Judson Garrett and Kevin N. Garrett
“Pitch perfect Low Country fever dream of a hero’s quest. A welcome reminder of the power of family and that the aspects of ourselves which make us different also make us powerful.” —Jonathan Haupt, Pat Conroy Literary Center
Fantasy | Young Adult Fiction
978-1950495054 | $14.95 | Paperback

QURBAAN: A Poet’s Liberation
Zaira Pirzada
Qurban is a word that is tragically romantic in its context. Qurban signifies a relentless and passionate devotion to something. Qurban is what I think of when my truth becomes the poetry that liberates my mind.
Poetry

Lucid House Publishing
LucidHousePublishing.com
echo@echogarrett.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Art Studio, Volume 1, Basic Drawing I, is first in a series of books that teach ‘Real Art for Real Children.’ Art and geometry are friends.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Back Fence Publishing  
backfencepub.com  
publisher@backfencepub.com

What’s it like to be a child living in a home where “crazy stuff” happens every day and confusion runs rampant through the family? This book tells the story in intriguing detail.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale, Smashwords  
Living With Solutions  
livingwithsolutions.biz  
Evelyn@evelynleite.com

An aesthetically pleasing, low cost journal for nurses with guided questions and prompts to help manage work stress and anxiety that only takes a few minutes each day.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale  
Orange Blossom Publishing  
orangeblossombooks.com  
info@orangeblossombooks.com
**CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION**

**ADA BEA’S Downeast Adventure**
Laurence H. Leavitt
Illustrated by Averil Burner

978-1633812840 | $19.95 | Hardcover

When Ada Bea moved to a sleepy Maine village, she tried to befriend the ornery resident, ol’ Grumpy Johnson. Follow her wild adventures as she battles wills with Grumpy.

**DANCING DEVI**
Priya Parikh
Illustrated by N. Dejeshwini

978-1735031934 | $19.95

Come dance with Devi as she learns that mistakes and failures are an important part of learning. “A well-intentioned picture book about perfectionism.” —*Kirkus Reviews*

**I LOVE STRAWBERRIES!**
Shannon Anderson
Illustrated by Jaclyn Sinquett

978-1948898065 | $17.99 | Hardcover

Jolie is on an unstoppable and hilarious mission to grow her own strawberries. Readers will be inspired to start growing their own strawberry patch.

**MY OLD FRIEND, THEN**
Katherine Davis-Gibbon

978-1737957607 | $24.25

A child ponders...who is her most loyal friend? Is it her constant companion, Then, who regales her with stories of the past and future? Or is it precious, patient Now?

**How to Order**
Maine Authors Publishing & Cooperative
maineauthorspublishing.com
orders@maineauthorspublishing.com

**How to Order**
Baker & Taylor Publishing Services
Feeding Minds Press
feedingmindspress.com
juliad@fb.org

**How to Order**
IPG/Small Press United
Modern Marigold Books
modernmarigoldbooks.com
suhani@modernmarigoldbooks.com

**How to Order**
Ingram Wholesale
Riverlet Press
riverletpress.com
info@riverletpress.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: NONFICTION

KAREN’S HEART
The Story of a Brave Baby Orangutan
Georgeanne Irvine
978-1943198047
Hardcover
$14.95

Karen the orangutan has always been special to her caretakers at the San Diego Zoo. As a baby, Karen needed extra attention from her human friends so she could thrive.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Blue Sneaker Press
swpublishinghouse.com/
blue-sneaker-press
bodonnell@swpublishinghouse.com

COOKBOOK

MAKE YOUR OWN PARTY
Twenty Blueprints to MYO Party!
Chef Kelli Lewton
978-1940368085
Hardcover
$35.00
978-1940368061
Ebook
$15.99

“Make Your Own Party...gives readers the tools to plan any party with ease.” —Chef Abra Berens, author of Grist and Ruffage: A Practical Guide to Vegetables

HOW TO ORDER
Midpoint Trade Books/IPG, Ingram Wholesale
Scribe Publishing Company
scribe-publishing.com
mel@scribe-publishing.com

COOKBOOK

THE POSITIVELY DISNEY COOKBOOK
Personal Recipes From Your Favorite Celebrities Across the Disney-verse
Kimberley Bouchard
Illustrated by Christophe Bouchard
978-1737409700
Limited Collector’s Edition
$34.95

THE Positively Disney Cookbook is filled with personal recipes and anecdotes from your favorite Disney and Star Wars celebrities!

HOW TO ORDER
New Oak Publishing
positivelydisney.com
kimberley@positivelydisney.com

FICTION

HERE WITH THE WINTER
J. Penrod Scott
978-1665705233
Paperback
$14.99
978-1665705240
Ebook
$9.99

“Immersive and lyrical, the author’s story is brimming with details of a time and place that still resonate today.” —The US Review of Books, July 2021

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Archway Publishing
archwaypublishing.com
JPenrodScott@gmail.com
LETTER FROM A FICTITIOUS PERSON
Leo Cohen
979-8985549201
$16.95 | Paperback
979-8985549218
$7.99 | Ebook

Charlie is hiding from a murder. Brother Frank is embarked on a promising career, but Fate takes a hand. Now, Frank must find Charlie and hide him in plain sight.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Joshua Books
joshua-books.com
leo.cohen1234@gmail.com

THE TRAIL
A Novel
Ethan Gallogly
Illustrated by Jeremy Ashcroft
978-1737419228
$35.00 | Hardcover
978-1737419204
$17.95 | Paperback

“The author shines in his descriptions of the natural world… A subtle and vivid tale of finding peace in the great outdoors.”
—Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Sierra Nevada Press
sierranevadapress.com
orders@sierranevadapress.com

WHEELBOYS
Dd Jaseron
978-1737267904
$19.95 | Hardcover
978-1642546439
$13.99 | Paperback
978-1645506461
$4.99 | Ebook

Karting, tragedy, greed, and exploitation. “A deftly crafted and thoroughly entertaining novel... especially and unreservedly recommended.” —Midwest Book Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Jaseron Publishing
jaseron.com
wheelboys@jaseron.com

PAUSE
Sara Stamey
978-1611389647
$17.95 | Paperback
978-1611389630
$3.99 | Ebook

“Stamey’s lovely, inspiring, often funny novel... will touch the hearts of readers.”
—PW Booklife

“A solid, engaging tale about the importance of self-knowledge.” —Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Book View Cafe
bookviewcafe.com
sara@sarastamey.com
2022 Editors Choice Historical Novel Society

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Lion Heart Publishing
rebecca@rebecca-rosenberg.com

A Jewish Holocaust survivor is the last living witness to the life of a man the Vatican is investigating for sainthood. The Fires of Lilliput is her story.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Country Press
Heart Beat Publications
heartbeatpublications.com
marketing@heartbeatpublications.com

“...The era comes alive, giving a history lesson hidden within a gripping story of love, family, culture and tragedy of the Triangle Fire.” —D. Murray

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Amaryllis Press
joyanapeters.com
Hello@joyanapeters.com

What drives a man to withdraw? Based on the real life of Carl L. Morse of Granville, Vermont, Morse’s life became folklore. He lived, he loved, he retreated, he vanished.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Old Orchard Farm Press
granvillehermit.com
rsfoster800@sbcglobal.net
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

FICTION: HISTORICAL

THE LIVES OF DIAMOND BESSIE
Jody Hadlock
978-1684631179
$16.95 | Paperback
978-1684631186
$9.99 | Ebook

A haunting tale inspired by the true story of a much-sought-after 19th century demimonde who endures the ultimate betrayal. And she doesn’t let her story end there.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
SparkPress
gosparkpress.com
jody@diamondbessie.com

SISTERS OF THE SWEETWATER FURY
Kinley Bryan
978-1737915201
$15.99 | Paperback
978-1737915218
$5.99 | Ebook

“Three sisters find their lives at risk during a dramatic storm on the Great Lakes in 1913 in this utterly immersive historical novel.”
—BlueInk Review (starred)

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Blue Mug Press
kinleybryan.com
kinleysbryan@gmail.com

FICTION: LITERARY

ICE OUT
A Novel
Susan Speranza
978-1647423247
$16.95 | Paperback
978-1647423254
$9.95 | Ebook

A powerful tale of one woman’s journey from grief to acceptance and forgiveness when a tragic accident shatters her near-perfect life.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
She Writes Press
shewritespress.com
susansperanza318@gmail.com

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

THE CURSE OF CORTES
Guy Morris
978-1735728636
$17.00 | Paperback
978-1735728643
$5.99 | Ebook

In 1672, Henry Morgan took 36 ships and 2,000 men to sack Panama City for a $1 billion plunder and 600 slaves. Afterward, Morgan cheated his men and disappeared.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Guy Morris Books
guymorrisbooks.com
guy@guymorrisbooks.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

HOW TO SPOT A PSYCHOPATH
An Oscar de la Nuit Psychological Thriller: Book One
MQ Webb
978-0645352016
$19.99 | Paperback
978-0645352023
$12.99 | Ebook

The aftermath of a playdate kidnapping. Holly blames Jess, but Jess won’t talk. Someone’s lying. Who can Psychiatrist, Dr. de la Nuit, trust in this twisty thriller?

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
TBR Press
tbrpress.com
donald@tbrpress.com

MERIDIAN
978-1610353854
$16.95 | Paperback

In the wealthy Gold Coast enclave of Westport, a feud between mystery writers turns deadly—and retired spy Dasha Petrov must find the real killer to clear her name.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Linden Publishing
quilldriverbooks.com
kent@lindenpub.com

THE SACRIFICIAL DEAL
Teri Harmon
978-1737883234
$15.00 | Paperback

Dr. Sarah Stevens had the perfect Santa Barbara beach lifestyle—a loving family and successful career…until she found herself at the wrong place and wrong time.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Polyverse Publishing
polyversepublications.com
louis@polyversepublications.com

SCATTERED LEGACY
Murder in Southern Italy
Marlene M. Bell
978-0999539460
$19.95 | Paperback
978-0999539477
$3.99 | Ebook

“Travel junkies and mystery lovers will savor Bell’s polished and witty mystery… Fans will relish this sly whodunnit…in romantic Italy.”
—Booklife Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Ewephoric
marlenembell.com
dorsetgalwrites@gmail.com
### FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

#### The Lazarus Men
**A Lazarus Men Agenda, Book 1**
Christian Warren Freed

- **978-1735700021**
- **$17.99 | Paperback**
- **$2.99 | Ebook**

A sci-fi noir thriller combining the mystery of the *Maltese Falcon* with the adventure of *Total Recall* and suspense of James Bond.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Warfighter Books
christianwfreed.com
christianwfreed@gmail.com

#### Over the Broad Earth, Vol I
**A Novel from the Saga of Fallen Leaves**
J.L. Feuerstack
Illustrated by Alana Tedmon

- **978-1956019278**
- **$21.99 | Paperback**
- **978-1956019285**
- **$5.99 | Ebook**

*Over the Broad Earth* is an illustrated fantasy tale of the eternal battle between angels and demons. The struggle rages throughout history and across the globe.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
DartFrog Books
dartfrogbooks.com
jlfeuerstack@gmail.com

#### Over the Broad Earth
**Vol I**
A Novel from the Saga of Fallen Leaves
J.L. Feuerstack
Illustrated by Alana Tedmon

- **978-1956019292**
- **$5.99 | Ebook**

*Over the Broad Earth* is an illustrated fantasy tale of the eternal battle between angels and demons. The struggle rages throughout history and across the globe.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
DartFrog Books
dartfrogbooks.com
jlfeuerstack@gmail.com

### HEALTH & FITNESS

#### We Are What We Listen To
**The Impact of Music on Individual and Social Health**
Patricia Caicedo, MD, PhD

- **978-1737892014**
- **$50.99 | Hardcover**
- **978-1733903547**
- **$26.88 | Paperback**

- **978-0981720449 | $14.00 | Ebook**

Discover how music improves your physical and mental health, slows down the aging process, increases creativity, and produces happiness and a sense of purpose in life.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
Mundoarts Publications
mundoarts.com
info@mundoarts.com

### HISTORY

#### Cold Mountain Path
**The Ghost Town Decades of McCarthy-Kennecott, Alaska**
Tom Kizzia

- **978-1736755815**
- **$21.95 | Paperback**

In this beautiful history of life in an isolated ghost town, bestselling Alaska author Tom Kizzia unfolds a masterful saga of renunciation and renewal.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Porphyry Press
porphyry.press
jeremy@porphyry.press
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

INSPIRATIONAL

BOLDLY INTO THE DARKNESS: Living with Loss, Growing with Grief & Holding onto Happiness
Autumn Toelle-Jackson
978-1634893572
$14.95 | Paperback
978-1634893756
$5.99 | Ebook

A portrait of love, loss, hope, and the indomitable strength that transcends the traditional survivor narrative; a bold light shining where before was only darkness.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Itasca
Wise Ink Creative Publishing
wiseink.com
growingwithgrief@gmail.com

INSPIRATIONAL

CALLED
A True Story
Marlena Fiol and Ed O’Connor
978-1737531401
$16.99 | Paperback
978-1737531418
$4.99 | Ebook

“As a history of complex South American political machinations, [this] narrative about extraordinary accomplishments is replete with riveting details.” — Kirkus Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Marlena Fiol & Ed O’Connor
marlena.fiol@ucdenver.edu

NONFICTION

LOVE AND GENETICS
A True Story of Adoption, Surrogacy, and the Meaning of Family
Mark MacDonald and Rachel Elliott
978-1950730902
$17.00 | Paperback
978-8201387587
$5.99 | Ebook

When a family secret comes to light, lives are changed forever in this honest, beautiful, and sometimes painful memoir.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Unsolicited Press
unsolicitedpress.com
info@unsolicitedpress.com

PARENTING & FAMILY

YES!
YOUR CHILD CAN
Creating Success for Children with Learning Differences
Victoria Waller, EdD
Illustrated by
Carolyn Laporte
978-1610353861
$18.95 | Paperback

In compassionate, easy-to-understand language, acclaimed reading specialist Dr. Victoria E. Waller brings help and hope for parents of children with learning differences.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Linden Publishing
quilldriverbooks.com
kent@lindenpub.com
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**POETRY**

**HUMAN-POWERED POETRY FROM THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL**
A Thru-hiker’s Perspective
Daniel Zube

978-1937721770 | $14.95 | Paperback

“A treasure of a book that packs a wallop of poetry, landscape photography, and beauty... exhilarating...I could hardly wait to get to the next page...” —Judge, IBPA Benjamin Franklin Award™

**HOW TO ORDER**
Pathway Book Service
Peter E. Randall Publisher
perpublisher.com
danielzube@gmail.com

**PSYCHOLOGY**

**THE 1976 PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF TED BUNDY**
Al Carlisle, PhD

978-1952043093 | $16.95 | Paperback
978-1952043109 | $7.99 | Ebook

“The book...is a fascinating read. Carlisle doesn’t over-reach. Instead, he provides what he learned from actual interviews and test results.” —Katherine Ramsland, PhD

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Carlisle Legacy Books
carlislelegacybooks.com
clb@carlislelegacybooks.com

**SELF-HELP**

**WARRIOR SISTER, CUT YOURSELF FREE FROM YOUR ASSAULT**
Jenifer DeBellis

978-1956769036 | $18.99 | Hardcover
978-1736241851 | $14.99 | Paperback

“A vital and timely self-help tool for teen girls, young women, or anyone working to overcome physical and sexual assault trauma.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
Library Tales Publishing
librarytalespublishing.com
office@librarytales.com
**INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM**

**IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS**

**TEEN: FICTION**

**THE APOLOGY BOX**
Naomi Ulsted
978-1737262992
$12.99 | Paperback
978-1737262985
$3.99 | Ebook

“The Apology Box is a poignant YA novel about redemption, community, and moving forward after life-altering mistakes.”
—Foreword Reviews

BookLife scores this debut a 9/10.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Idle Time Press
enquiries@idletimepress.com

**THE ENLIGHTENMENT ADVENTURES: BOOK ONE**
Persimmon Takes On Humanity
Christopher Locke
978-0990419709
$14.95 | Paperback
978-0990419747
$2.99 | Ebook

“A truly great story about the world-changing power of compassion and how each of us can make a difference!” — Claire Howe, Humane Education Advocates Reaching Teachers

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Fathoming Press
christopher-locke.com
Christopher@christopher-locke.com

**DOUBLE AXEL OR NOTHING**
Anita Saxena
978-1662920400
$12.99 | Paperback
978-1662920417
$9.99 | Ebook

“An incredible sports novel that shows what it’s like to try and fail and get up again (and again).” — Diane Magras, award-winning author of The Mad Wolf’s Daughter

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Outside Edge Books
outsideedgebooks.com
anita@anitasaxena.com

**VINCENT AND THE DISSIDENTS**
Christopher Locke
978-0990419723
$14.95 | Paperback
978-0990419754
$3.99 | Ebook

Reviewers rave: a “gripping story” with “delightful characters.” Vincent the mink assembles his army of animals to rescue abused critters. Humans be warned!

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Fathoming Press
christopher-locke.com
Christopher@christopher-locke.com
## Young Reader: Fiction

**Ghost Hunters: Bones in the Wall**  
Susan McCauley  
978-1951069049  
$27.99 | Hardcover  
978-1951069063  
$14.99 | Paperback  
978-1951069056  
$3.99 | Ebook

A Readers’ Favorite Children’s Mystery Award Winner  
“Young readers should find themselves deeply engrossed...an absorbing supernatural tale.”  
—Kirkus Reviews

### How to Order

Ingram Wholesale  
Celtic Sea Publishing  
celticseallc.com  
celticseaentertainment@gmail.com

## Teen: Fiction

**The Mask**  
Clayton Marshall Adams  
Illustrated by Rohan Daniel Eason  
978-0578569932  
$18.95 | Hardcover  
$8.99 | Ebook

Best Books of 2021 Indie —Kirkus Reviews  
“Fans of vintage, creepy fairy tales will find more than a moral in this short but moving story.” —BookLife Review

### How to Order

Ingram Wholesale, BCH Fulfillment  
CJ Sparrow Publication  
cjsparrowpublication.com  
spike.adams45@gmail.com

**Queer as a Five-Dollar Bill**  
Lee Wind  
978-1732228108  
$25.99 | Hardcover  
978-1732228115  
$13.99 | Paperback

(Also available as an Ebook and Audiobook)

“The premise is a real hook.” —Kirkus Reviews

### How to Order

Ingram Wholesale  
I'm Here. I'm Queer. What The Hell Do I Read?  
leewind.org | leewindpublisher@gmail.com

## Teen: Nonfiction

**No Way, They Were Gay?**  
Hidden Lives and Secret Loves  
Lee Wind  
978-1541581586  
$37.32 | Hardcover  
978-1541581623  
$18.99 | Paperback

A Junior Library Guild Selection. “Entertaining, illuminating, and an accessible antidote to dominant histories.” —Kirkus Reviews  
“Highly Recommended.” —Linda Sue Park, Newbery Medalist

### How to Order

Follett, Ingram Wholesale  
Zest Books/Lerner Publishing Group  
learnerbooks.com, custserve@learnerbooks.com

## Teen: Fiction

**Ghost Hunters: Bones in the Wall**  
Susan McCauley  
978-1951069049  
$27.99 | Hardcover  
978-1951069063  
$14.99 | Paperback  
978-1951069056  
$3.99 | Ebook

A Readers’ Favorite Children’s Mystery Award Winner  
“Young readers should find themselves deeply engrossed...an absorbing supernatural tale.”  
—Kirkus Reviews

### How to Order

Ingram Wholesale  
Celtic Sea Publishing  
celticseallc.com  
celticeaentertainment@gmail.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM

IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

YOUNG READER: FICTION

THE RIVER BETWEEN HEARTS
Heather Mateus Sappenfield
978-1646032068 $16.95 | Paperback
978-1646032075 $9.99 | Ebook

A fifth grader finds a classmate hiding in her tree fort, and together the two girls embark on an adventure that tests their understanding of love, loss, and friendship.

HOW TO ORDER
IPG
Fitzroy Books
regalhousepublishing.com
pamvandyk@regalhousepublishing.com

YOUNG READER: FICTION

WILL’S ADVENTURE TO THE CANDY MOUNTAIN
Dr. Gerry Haller
Illustrated by YM Cho
978-1737200222 $24.95 | Hardcover
978-1737200246 $19.95 | Paperback
978-1737200253 | $7.99 | Ebook

“Follows a young boy on a magical journey to Candy Ville. During his travels, he discovers how being a good and respectful person can really pay off.” —Foreword Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Children Are Special Press
ChildrenAreSpecialPress.com
gmhall@comcast.net

This catalog represents a $1,600 donation to

We Need Diverse Books

We Need Diverse Books

diversebooks.org

on behalf of IBPA’s Independent Publishing Members
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